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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly known as drones, are attracting much
attention in media and research. Many industries are interested now in using drones
because they are fast, cost-effective and efficient solutions. There are many different
applications for drones such as parcel delivery, rescue operations, construction drones,
infrastructure inspection, military operations, agriculture monitoring and many more. This
is very attractive opportunity for entrepreneurs and drone market is growing very fast.
Whether it is a new initiative within a company or a new start-up, the problem really is
what UAV application is worth to develop.

The objective of this study was to select best drone applications with the high business
potential for the company. This research includes the analysis of the business potential of
UAV applications, comparing them with each other by using the evaluation matrix with
several criteria. In order to verify a customer need and get insights from a customer point
of view, interviews with potential customers were conducted. As a result of the research
Top3 UAV applications are construction monitoring, security surveillance and road traffic
monitoring. They are best UAV applications with the highest business potential for the
company due to good timing, high interest from the customers, low costs of development
and opportunities to scale and to profit.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Research background and research gap
Nowadays Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly known as drones, have
attracted a lot of attention in media (DHL, 2014; Motlagh et al., 2016). A term ‘Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle’ means an aircraft without a human pilot on board. It is controlled remotely
from an operator on the ground. During last years more and more companies are looking
for opportunities how to improve their businesses with drones or how to start a drone
business. Among key players in the drone market there are such big companies as
Amazon, Google, Facebook, Intel and others. UAVs are fast growing in popularity and
expected to be used in different industries. There are many different applications for
drones such as parcel delivery, rescue operations, construction drones, military
operations, infrastructure inspection, agriculture monitoring and many more (PwC, 2016).
All these applications are feasible and very attractive to companies due to low prices of
drones, high mobility and low risk.
Drone topic is fresh and frequently discussed in research as well. There are about 96,000
results for ‘UAV’ search word in Google Scholar for the last ten years. There are 24
research projects about UAVs from 1998 to 2015 (Norouzi, 2016). Fresh news about
drones is published every day. Though there is plenty amount of papers about UAV (~375
000 results in Google Scholar), most of them are about technical issues and features of
drones (see APPENDIX 1), there is a lack of business studies about drone applications
(see APPENDIX 2).
This research was done while the author was working at Nokia company, everything that
is written in this thesis is the author’s personal opinion, not necessarily the views of the
employer. The author’s personal opinion is based on findings written in literature and
commercial materials.

1.2. Research objective and questions
The research objective of this study is to identify the best UAV applications with high
business potential for the company. Therefore, the main research question (RQ) of the
study is
“What are the best UAV applications with a high business potential for the company?”
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In order to answer the main research question, following three research questions were
formulated:
RQ1 - What are possible UAV applications?
RQ2 - What UAV applications are important to customers?
RQ3 - What UAV applications have a high business potential for the company?
Following two additional research questions were formulated for building the research
methodology and carrying out the research:
RQ4 - How to generate ideas?
RQ5 - How to analyze the ideas and select the best?
For answering these research questions and innovation management literature review
was conducted.

1.3. Organization of the study
This thesis is divided into seven chapters: (1) Introduction; (2) Innovation management
literature review; (3) UAV applications literature review; (4) About the company; (5)
Methodology; (6) Results and (7) Discussion and conclusions. The Introduction contains
information about the background of the research, research gap, research objective and
questions and organization of the study. The Innovation management literature review
explores theory required for building research framework, describes Innovation Process,
Fuzzy front-end, idea management practices and innovation tools. The UAV application
literature review presents literature about UAV applications and explores a research gap.
About the company chapter provides necessary information about the company the
research is conducted for. The Methodology gives in detail research methodology
including research design, sampling, data collection and analysis. The Results chapter
contains the results of brainstorming for generating UAV applications ideas, multi-criteria
analysis of UAV applications, interviews analysis and business potential analysis. The
Discussion and conclusions chapter provides correlation of the results with theory,
summarize main results of the research, gives managerial implications and describes the
limitations of the research. Section “References” contains all the sources used in the
paper. The Appendices section contains all necessary appendices including interview
script, visuals for the interview, list of selected cases, analyses and evaluation matrix.
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2. INNOVATION MANAGEMENT LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature review provides a basis for a research. It helps to understand previous
research and define a gap. The purpose of a literature review is to review the most
appropriate and important research on the topic, not to summarize everything that has
been written (Mark et al., 2009). In order to understand how innovation process works,
how to generate and find innovative ideas, as well as to evaluate and select an idea for
future innovation project, a theoretical research is needed. A literature review helps to
design a research and choose required methods.
The main focus of the thesis is to find out the best idea that will be developed further as
an innovation project. Therefore, it is important to find answers to such questions as “how
to generate ideas” and “how to select the right idea”. Idea management is an important
part of the innovation process and of the fuzzy front-end innovation particularly. The
theoretical framework of this thesis is presented in Figure 1. This literature review is
guided by different managerial policies in discussing innovation, innovation process, fuzzy
front-end innovation and idea management. In the chapter the main attention is focused
on different ways of idea generation, analyzing and selecting ideas.

Figure 1. Theoretical Framework
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2.1. Innovation and innovation management
Innovation management considers how organizations and employees manage their
innovation activities. Among main activities of innovation management, there are
organization of innovation processes inside the company, improving innovativeness of a
company and managing innovation products portfolio (Coursera, 2017).

According to

Downey (2007), innovation management revolves around managing innovations. That is
managing ideas in an organization through the innovation cycle. The cycle describes the
activities involved in innovating a product or service until its introduction to the target
market. In general, some of these activities include researching, innovation, processing,
modelling, designing, developing, improving and many more. Innovation management
targets a company’s managerial process. For example, strategic planning, hiring,
promotion and assessment of staff, internal communication, executive development and
knowledge management.
In order to understand what is innovation management, it is important to understand what
is innovation. “Innovation is a process of turning opportunity into new ideas and of putting
these into widely used practice” (Tidd et al., 2005). There are many other definitions of
innovation. For example, according to Drucker (1984), innovation is the introduction of
something new to the existing world and the order of things or the improvement of
resources productivity. Another definition is that “an innovation is the implementation of a
new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing
method, or a new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or
external relations” (OECD, 2005, p. 46). Innovation is often mixed up with the invention.
While the invention is only a new idea, innovation is also putting this idea into practice.
The reason why there are so many definitions of innovation is that there are different
types of innovation:
-

Product, service and process innovation

-

Radical and incremental innovations

-

Open and closed innovation

Product innovation is about changes in the things (product/services) that an
organization offers (Tidd et al., 2005). Examples: shoes, digital camera, Windows 10.
Product innovation concerns the innovation of tangible products. Process innovation is
about changes in the ways in which they are created and delivered (Tidd et al., 2005).
Process innovation is about how a company conducts its activities. For example, if HR
11

department in a company replaces an annual performance report about employees with
digitalization of this process (Coursera, 2017). Service innovation is about changes in
the services that company provides or it can be a newly introduced service by a company
(Coursera, 2017). Example of a new service: a supermarket that starts offering food
delivery to the customers.
Radical innovation or also known as disruptive innovation “creates an entirely new
market with the introduction of a completely novel type of product or service. It penetrates
new market segments and uses technological innovations or new business models. Most
organizations have no or only insufficiently developed processes for these types of
innovations” (Weis, 2014, p. 45). Example of product radical innovation is a digital
camera. Incremental innovation is about improvements to a product or service (“do what
we do but better”). Example of product incremental innovation is the replacement of
Windows XP with Windows Vista.
The most recent definition of ‘open innovation’ is “Distribute innovation process based
on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using
pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization’s business model”
(Chesbrough and Bogers, 2014, p. 17) A closed innovation is opposite to open
innovation but was known also as traditional way to innovate within R&D department in a
firm. A closed innovation is developed in a self-contained environment like enterprise or
other entity (Weis, 2014). More details about open and closed innovation process are
described in the following chapter Innovation Process.

2.2. Innovation Process
In this part of the literature review, different models of an innovation process are
discussed. As it was mentioned above one of the main activities of Innovation
Management is to organize Innovation Process. According to Tidd (2013), Innovation
Process consists of four stages: search, select, implement and capture value. “Search”
stage includes scanning the environment internally and externally and looking for
opportunities and ideas. During the “Select” stage decisions about ideas are made, which
opportunity to respond to based on a strategic view of the enterprise. “Implement” stage
contains transforming the potential idea into something new and launching it in a market.
Finally, an enterprise can capture the value by defining a business model and revenue
streams (Tidd et al., 2013). This representation of innovation process is shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2. Innovation Process (Adapted from Tidd, 2013)
Open Innovation
Internal research and development (R&D) have been an asset of value for strategic
positioning over the past years. It created a significant barrier to the competitors who
desired to venture into numerous markets. Only a few corporations withstood competition
through conducting R&D in their businesses, for instance, AT&T, IBM, and DuPoln which
had the capacity to invest in R&D to increase their profitability (Chesbrough, 2003). If a
particular company had the interest to beat the market leaders, it required massive
resource allocation for research. Currently, the market leaders are facing significantly
strong competition from new market entrants. Interestingly, the emerging competitors
perform minimal basic research, however, they bring new ideas to market via a different
procedure.
According to Chesbrough (2003), there are two approaches to innovation management:
closed innovation, the traditional one and open innovation, the new way to innovate.
Chesbrough (2003) notes that a closed innovation enables an organization to generate its
own ideas, further develop the ideas, and eventually commercialize them. The ideology of
self-reliance has been the dominant practice among the top organizations in their R&D in
the past century. Currently, there is a modern innovation model referred to as the open
innovation. The model gives a corporation freedom to commercialize both internal and
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external ideas from other companies. A company may look for the ways how to bring
internal ideas to the market through the external pathways and by using external
resources.
The open innovation has three major processes. There is an outside-in process which
integrates external information sourcing, customers, and suppliers to enrich an
organization’s knowledge. The second is an inside-out process where a company benefits
from the selling of ideas and IP as well as technology multiplication through idea transfer
to the external surrounding. The last one is called a coupled process which integrates
both inside-out and outside-in processes. Coupling is through working in collaboration
with complementary partners where give and take is significant for obtaining success
(Gassmann and Enkel, 2004). The open Innovation process is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Open Innovation process (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004, p. 7)

2.3. Fuzzy front-end innovation
Fuzzy front-end innovation (FFE) involves the initial part of the innovation process:
searching and selecting (Figure 2). According to Koen et al. (2001), FFE can be
characterized as experimental, unpredictable, uncertain and an activity aimed at
optimizing potential. FFE involves five stages: identification of opportunity, opportunity
analysis, idea generation, idea selection and concept development. The article further
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describes that idea generation in this section involves a single ideation element
responsible for idea generation. Idea selection may be an individual’s choice or a
procedure that follows a formalized portfolio. The paper identifies that it is difficult to
quantify the returns at this stage. Hence warranting the need for better selection methods.
These methods will minimize the risks involved and increase returns (Koen, 2001).
Mootee (2011) stated that it is usually difficult for companies to synthesize a pool of ideas
and identify the innovation breakthrough. The challenge is experienced in a number of
fronts; assembling and filtering of thoughts, creating manifesting and experimenting of
ideas, capturing of economic value and selling of ideas. This is why front-end innovation is
so important. It identifies the right tools and framework for shaping the future and
identifying opportunities outside the present roadmap. In order to achieve a successful
fuzzy front the process should involve idea generation through the following process:
Combining tools, methodologies and skills from different disciplines this stage should be
driven by discovering the significant insights and information that will ultimately shape
value-creating

innovations,

balance

divergent

and

convergent

exploration

and

investigation, articulate the current consumer mind-sets, needs, expectations and values,
collect and organize the forces that will aid in shaping the success of the new service,
product and business model, articulate promising solutions for customer feedback and
learning, exploring opportunities earlier on prior to investing personal and company
resources (Mootee, 2011, 16). Idea selection in FFE is a current problem. Implementation
of all generated ideas is difficult, impractical and expensive. It remains impossible to
select ideas from the future. However, while selecting the best alternative companies
should predict the future and assess how the selected idea will perform within the
predicted future.
Some processes in idea selection include a checklist, scoring methods, evaluation matrix,
reflection, quantitative methods and formulation of a questions and answer list. Checklist
and scoring methods are qualitative techniques. That is, they feature in analyzing the
quality of an idea. The evaluation matrix is a mixed method technique that involves both
qualitative and quantitative methods. Some quantitative methods in idea selection include
Return on Investment (ROI) calculations, Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and Net Present
Value calculations (NPV). A checklist can include exclusion criteria, for example,
feasibility tests or the risks involved. Idea selection in scoring models involves a vote
count. The idea with the highest vote is selected. Evaluation matrix involves rating an idea
using a scale of 0-5, where 0 is the worst score and 5 is the highest score.
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According to Koen et al. (2002), the process of innovation is categorized into three main
processes:

new

product

development

(NPD),

fuzzy

front

end

(FFE),

and

commercialization processes. There is a thin distinction between NPD and FFE as
demonstrated by Figure 4 below. It forms the basis of technological development. There is
a new concept development (NCD) model which is a theoretical construct that provides an
understanding of the iterative and complex FFE.

Figure 4. The process of innovation (Koen et al., 2002, p. 6)
Figure 5 shows the NCD model which contains three basic parts. The central portion of
the engine represents the organization’s business strategy, culture, and leadership –
everything that controls the five primary factors managed by the company. The region
surrounding the engine represents the five elements under the control of the corporation
(opportunity analysis, concept definition, opportunity identification, idea selection, and
idea generation and enrichment). The last outer part called the influencing factors which
contain the enabling science, capabilities of the organization, and the business
environment. The whole innovation process depends on these factors from the start
through to the commercialization point. The organization does not have the relative
control over the influencing factors (Koen et al., 2002).
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Figure 5. The new Concept Development model (Koen et al., 2002, p. 8).
Idea generation has never been a problem for many organizations, however, the main
challenge is the selection of the appropriate idea for achieving the most value for the
organization. Selecting an idea involves deciding on the best among those that are worthy
of consideration. The mechanisms used by businesses to select the most appropriate
idea include a forecast of sales and profits, discounted cash flow calculations, internal rate
of run and net present value.
Evaluation matrix, illustrated in Table 1, is another way of selecting the best idea, it is
used by many innovators to determine the attractiveness of an opportunity. The matrix
presents an analysis platform for critical evaluation of projects. It helps entrepreneurs to
get the insight of their projects and reduces the ability to promote bad projects. The matrix
enables projects to be evaluated by several criteria such as market, competency,
competitive issues, time factors, technology, and financial strength.
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Table 1. Example of evaluation criteria that provide guidance in concept selection (Koen
et al., 2002, p.28)
Factors
Market

Competency

Competitive Issues

Time factors

Technology

Financial

Specific Issues
Market size
Market growth
Market drivers
Market access
Potential market
share
Business
infrastructure
Customer familiarity
Core competency
Proprietary position
Leadership position

Attractive
>$100 million
>20%
Satisfy all
Existing business
>20%

Unattractive
<$10 million
<5%
Meets at least one
Needed
<5%

In place

Needed

Current base
Recognized
Yes
#1 by year 5

Few
None
No
No lead

Cost position
Key competitive
advantage
Sustainability of
position
Time to sales
Full
commercialization
Competitive time
advantage
Operating at breakeven
Technology
availability
Technology
readiness
Technology skill
base (people and
time)
After-tax operating
income
Maximum cash hole
Revenue stream
Business potential

Lowest
Proprietary

Highest
None

High

Low

<2 years
<5 years

>5 years
>5 years

>2 years

<1 years

<3 years

>5 years

In place

Needed

Proven
Available

Discovery still
needed
Needed

>12%

<8%

<$20 million
>1 product line
>$100 million

>$50 million
1 product
<$20 million
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2.4. Idea management
Every successful idea is a result of a thorough innovation process. With the help of idea
management, this process is achieved successfully. Idea management involves analytical
evaluation of all aspects of the generated idea (Toubia, 2006). It involves analysis of the
target audience, the potential value of the product, the risk involved and the market
viability of the generated idea.

Another factor characterizing idea management is

feedback. This involves collecting other people’s opinion who are well versant with the
market, business and competitors. Their experience and the feedback from potential
consumers will enable prediction of the likelihood of idea success. Building a wide range
of opinions from stakeholders is crucial. This should be followed by a reaction. The
reaction should be guided by compromise and resilience. It is admirable to have a fullspeed attitude, but an innovation manager should take the feedback in and adapt in order
to meet the requirements. Idea generation is guided by computational tools. This involves,
state of the art and latest software, computational tools used to generate ideas, ontology,
wikis and tools for electronic brainstorming (Toubia, 2006, 420). Idea management helps
an organization in gathering ideas from all of its staff as a form of idea generation. The
company then evaluates the idea and introduces it to the market. The process of idea
management should be a campaign focused. The company management team should set
up “campaigns” tailored to address a specific objective. For example, cost reduction or
introduction of new products and services.
Innovation is a process that is meant to solve a problem. Therefore, the best process in
discussing idea generation, analyzing and selecting of ideas is through the circular
process of problem solving. The circular process utilizes divergent and convergent
thinking in problem solving. The key activities in this process involves: ideation, discussion
and idea evaluation and selection. Ideation in innovation management is developing
innovative ideas (Ludvik and Schöllhammer, 2015, 99). The main idea generation process
is divergent thinking. The manager generates the problem to be solved and generates
ideas on how to solve the problem. Idea generation, in this case, can be achieved by
applying different techniques. Various approaches to ideation are presented in Table2.
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Table 2. Different approaches to ideation (Ludvik and Schöllhammer, 2015, p. 98).
Imagination
Techniques
- Synectics
- Imaginary
Journey

Free
Association
- Brainwriting
- Mind-mapping
- Brainstorming

Structured
Association
- Thinking
heads
- SCAMPER

Combination
Techniques
- Morphological
Matrix
- Attribute listing

Confrontation
Techniques
- TRIZ
- Confrontation
with pictures

SCAMPER is an ellipsis for “Substitute”, “Combine”, “Adapt”, “Modify”, “Put to another
use”, “Eliminate” and “Rearrange” (Ludvik and Schöllhammer, 2015). The company also
modifies their products in process innovation by modifying their products to
environmentally friendly products.
Brainstorming is a popular method for generating ideas (Putman and Paulus, 2009;
Boddy, 2012). It is widely used in organizational contexts as a problem solving and
concept generation technique (Kavadias and Sommer, 2009). The term ‘brainstorming’
was proposed by Alex Osborn and first published in his “Applied Imagination” in 1953
(Gobble, 2014). The aim of brainstorming is to generate as many creative and innovative
ideas as possible. According to Osborn’s rules (1957), participants of brainstorming
session should generate a big number of ideas, feel free to express any idea, not criticize
any idea, build upon other people’s ideas (Putman and Paulus, 2009). The main
advantage of brainstorming is that in short amount of time it is possible to generate an
enormous number of ideas, it is also relatively inexpensive technique (Brahm and Kleiner,
1996).
However, it is questionable that brainstorming sessions are the most effective way to
generate problem solutions. In the literature the most common reasons for bad
performance in brainstorming are evaluation apprehension, production blocking and social
loafing (Kavadias and Sommer, 2009; Putman and Paulus, 2009). Evaluation
apprehension is when participants do not feel confident about expressing their idea
because of social anxiety or maybe difficulties with effectively expressing ideas when they
have to wait their turn while others are expressing theirs (Putman and Paulus, 2009).
Participants may also not speak up because of the peer evaluation presence (Kavadias
and Sommer, 2009). Production blocking is when only one person can speak at a given
time, so ideas might be forgotten while listening to and understanding speaker (Kavadias
and Sommer, 2009). Social loafing or also known as free-riding simple when a participant
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let others do the work. It may happen in groups when individuals do not feel as
accountable or identifiable to external evaluators for their performance in groups as they
would if they performed as individuals. Members have less incentive to contribute
because of the inability to observe effort (Putman and Paulus, 2009; Kavadias and
Sommer, 2009; Brown et al., 1998).
In order to avoid above-mentioned possible drawbacks of brainstorming, Vickly Putman
and Paul Paulus (2008) recommend using the Nominal Group Technique (NGT).
According to the NGT, the brainstorming in a group is held in several steps. Firstly,
participants generate ideas individually in silence (nominally in a group but working
independently), writing down all the ideas they have. Usually, it is done with the help of
sticky notes, one note for each idea. Sticky notes can be easily played around. This childlike activity makes participating enjoyable and also stimulates creativity. Secondly, all the
ideas are explained and discussed by the participants. Thirdly, the voting of the ideas
takes place and every idea is rated according to the selected criteria. Finally, ideas with
the biggest number of votes are then developed further by the group working together
(Boddy, 2012).
There are a lot of advantages of using the NGT within Brainstorming. When individuals
work in silence, they tend to think better and generate more out-of-the-box ideas than
during interactive group discussion. The NGT implies anonymity that is why it encourages
all the members of the group to participate in the process. The NGT provides more
chances for the individuals to generate their own ideas in situations when there is a strict
hierarchy in the company, or some group members are more vocal than others, or the
issue that is discussed is controversial and may provoke a conflict (Boddy, 2012).
According to the research conducted by Putman and Paulus (2008, p. 23), “groups of
individuals generating ideas in isolation generated more ideas and more original ideas
and were more likely to select original ideas during the group decision phase than
interactive group brainstormers".
The Coca-Cola Company applies the imaginary journey during product innovation.
Product innovation at Coca-Cola Company starts with a list of needs, the needs are then
forwarded to research institutions, Like MIT, to find new and existing technologies that can
help solve those needs. The technology is then assessed by subject-matter experts to
ensure it can deliver on what the Company needs. Finally, the product is scrutinized by
regional heads before processing. The company also modifies their products in process
innovation by modifying their products to environmentally friendly products. For instance,
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an innovation manager should be driven to create eco-friendly products. Recently, the
company has installed new equipment to save on energy and water during production. In
order to achieve structural innovation, the Coca-Cola Company has applied elimination
and rearranging of ideas. The latest structural innovation by Coca-Cola is five strategic
options for growth and an innovation structure that will deliver on a local and global
strategy. The strategic factors are innovation, global availability, quality, marketing, and
branding (Wassenhove et al., 2013).

2.5. Innovation and entrepreneurship methods and tools
NABC
NABC is an approach to structure a customer value proposition. According to Carlson and
Wilmot (2006), a value proposition is needed for any innovation opportunity and in order
to create great value for a customer, a value proposition must include four components:
need, approach, benefits and competition, which altogether represents NABC approach.
So as to structure a customer value proposition the following questions should be
answered:
1. What is the important customer and market Need?
2. What is the unique Approach to addressing this need?
3. What are the specific Benefits per costs that result from this approach?
4. How are these benefits per costs superior to the Competition and the
alternatives?
Business Model Canvas
It is obvious that launching a new business will not definitely succeed regardless whether
it is a new initiative within a company or a totally new enterprise venture. In accordance
with a traditional formula, there are following steps: first, a business plan is drafted;
second, it is pitched to the investors; third, a team is assembled; fourth, a product is
introduced; and finally, bring a product to the market. However, many challenges can be
met during this journey and based on Harvard Business School’s research done by
Shikhar Ghosh, there is a 75% failure of all the new start-ups (Blank, 2013). Recently, a
lean start-up methodology provides a less risky experimental planning approach to
starting a new business. It allows for customer feedback collection and iterative design
with its concept of “minimum viable product” and “pivoting”. The business model canvas
explains the rationale behind the creation, delivery and capturing of value by an
organization (Osterwalder and Pignuer, 2010). Business Model Canvas template is
demonstrated in APPENDIX 3 (Blank, 2013, p.4).
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Lean Canvas
It is an adaptation obtained from a Business Model Canvas described by Alex
Osterwalder in his book “Business Model Generation” (Osterwalder and Pignuer, 2010).
The numerous advantages of Lean Canvas make it more preferred to other models for
business documentation. The model is very fast since it takes only a few hours to
complete a business outline which is being created. It is straight to the point because it
allows for straight picking of predetermined words which distill the essence of the product.
The model is very portable, it contains only a single page for easy sharing, reading, and
constant updating to improve its functionality (Maurya, 2010). Lean Canvas template is
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Lean Canvas template (Maurya, 2010, p. 17)
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

UNIQUE VALUE
PROPOSITION

UNFAIR
ADVANTAGE

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

Top 3 problems

Top 3 features

Single, clear,
compelling
message that
states why you
are different and
worth buying

Can’t be easily
copied or
bought

Target
customers

KEY METRICS
Key activities
you measure

CHANNELS
Path to
customers

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

Customer Acquisition Costs
Distribution Costs
Hosting
People, etc.

Revenue Model
Life Time Value
Revenue
Gross Margin
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3. UAV APPLICATIONS LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1. Introduction to UAV
Nowadays Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, have attracted a lot
of attention in media (DHL, 2014; Motlagh et al., 2016). UAVs are fast growing in
popularity and expected to be used in different industries and can perform many different
tasks from pizza delivery to people transportation by flying taxi (Business Insider, 2017;
Motlagh et al., 2016; Techcrunch, 2017a; Techcrunch 2017b; Cnbc, 2016). A term
‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicle’ means an aircraft without a human pilot on board. It is
controlled remotely from an operator on the ground. UAV is a part of the unmanned
aircraft system. Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) is a system that consists of unmanned
aircraft vehicle, the control station and other elements necessary to enable flight
(Valavanis and Vachtsevanos, 2015). In this paper terms ‘drone’ and ‘UAV’ are used as
synonyms.
During last years various companies and governmental organizations have started using
drones for their operational needs (Business Insider, 2017). Among key players in the
drone market, there are such big companies as Amazon, Google, Facebook, Intel and
others. There are many different applications for drones such as parcel delivery, rescue
operations, construction monitoring, military operations, inspection of facilities, agriculture
monitoring and many more (PwC, 2016). Drones replace expensive helicopters,
experience has shown that drones are incredibly advantageous in hard to reach places or
places where a human cannot carry out tasks effectively and timely (Business Insider,
2017; DHL, 2014).
Many companies and researchers are interested particularly in using several drones at
the same time (Intel, 2017; Lachow, 2017; Hayat et al., 2016) which are known as
swarms. The term “drone swarm” usually refers to a group of UAV that is flying at the
same time and communicating with each other with only limited control by a human
(Lachow, 2017). Intel proved that swarm of hundreds of drones was possible when they
organized a light show where drones equipped with LEDs were flying and entertaining a
crowd. Drones, each fitted with a LED light, were programmed to take off, line up and
create different 3D shapes in the sky. The Intel drone lights shows have set two Guinness
Book of World Record titles for the Most Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) airborne
simultaneously: 100 then 500 (Intel, 2016a; Intel, 2016b; Intel, 2017).
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As history showed first drones were invented for military uses. The very first use of the
unmanned aerial vehicle was in 1949, Austria used hot air balloons with bombs to attack
Venice. Balloons are not under the modern definition of UAV, so first UAVs were
developed for military uses later in 1916. One was the Hewitt–Sperry Automatic Airplane
and another one - A.M. Low’s ‘‘Aerial Target’’ (Valavanis and Vachtsevanos, 2015;
Colomina and Molina, 2014). Along with the development of radio technology, new radiocontrolled airplanes were developed and sold by Reginald Denny in 1934. Later thus
resulted in the development of the drones that were used by US Army in World War II
(Valavanis and Vachtsevanos, 2015; Rana et al., 2016). First commercial use of UAV
happened in Japan at the beginning of the 1980s, UAV was used for spraying pesticides
on rice fields (PwC, 2016).

3.2. UAV types
There are three types of drones according to their drive mechanism: fixed-wing, multirotor
and hybrid. Multirotor drones are the most common drones. They can hover in a fixed
position and fly in any direction. There are existing multirotor UAVs with four, six and five
rotors. Those that have four rotors are called quadcopters. Having more than four rotors
allows a drone to stay in the air if one of the engines fails. Multirotor drones are flying
slower than fixed-wing drones and have shorter flight times compared to direct flights.
(PwC, 2016; Anderson and Gaston, 2013)
Fixed-wing drones look like an airplane. They have such benefits as longer flight duration,
higher speeds, these drones can carry heavier payloads by using less power. Among
disadvantages are that they need a runway or launcher and cannot hover in a fixed
position. Fixed-wing drones are more suitable for flights in rural areas and multirotors - in
urban areas. Hybrid drones have advantages of the other two types: they can hover and
fly longer distances with a higher speed (PwC, 2016). Advantages and disadvantages of
different types of UAVs are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. UAV types and their advantages (adapted from DHL, 2014, p. 6)
Type
Fixed-Wind

Advantage
- Long range
- Endurance

Tilt-Wing

- Combination of fixed-wing
and VTOL advantages
- VTOL
- Measurability
- High payloads possible
- Inexpensive
- Easy to launch
- Low weight

Unmanned Helicopter

Multicopter

Disadvantage
- Horizontal take-off,
requiring substantial space
(or support, e.g. catapult)
- Inferior manoeuvrability
compared to VTOL (Vertical
Take-Off and Landing)
- Technologically complex
- Expensive
- Expensive
- Comparably high
maintenance requirements
- Limited payloads
- Vulnerable to wind due to
low weight

According to DHL (2014), there are two types of engines that drones can use: electric
engine and the internal-combustion engine. The electric engine is less noisy and more
environmentally friendly. Operating range is limited by battery capacity and payload is less
due to battery weight. Though battery can be charged inexpensively (DHL, 2014).
Additionally, to these two types there is another source of energy for drones - solar. One
example of solar powered drones is a drone called Aquila made by Facebook with an aim
to provide the Internet to rural areas. The amount of energy that Aquila can collect during
the sunny day is enough for being able to fly when it is dark (Facebook, 2016).
Drones are able to fly from 1 hour to 48 hours at maximum, this depends on the type and
size of drone (Klimkowskaa et al., 2016). Average flight time for nano drones (those that
can fit into palm) are 10-15 minutes, for non-industrial drones - 15-30 minutes, for
industrial drones are from 30 minutes to 2 hours. (Dronesglobe, 2017; Drone Business
Marketer, 2017.) Drones can carry different types of payload depending on what is
needed for a mission: photo/video camera, infrared camera, dropping mechanism,
different types of sensors, etc.
Despite many technical challenges that drone companies need to overcome in order to
succeed, another challenge is how to use drones legally. Regulations are different in
different countries and also varies for hobby and professional use. For example, in
Finland it is not allowed to fly drones over people and a drone pilot needs to keep visual
contact to a drone. A pilot should also choose a place for flight carefully, avoid NO
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DRONE zones, fly not closer than 5 km to an airport and should not disturb the privacy of
other people. The maximum allowed flight height is 150m however if the flight is near an
airport (further 5km) then maximum flight height is 50m. Also, one important issue is that a
drone must not endanger or disturb the operations of an emergency services or
helicopter. And a drone is responsible for avoiding other aircrafts. In Finland anyone can
fly a drone for hobby or sporting purposes, there are no age limits, no registration is
required (Droneinfo, 2017).

3.3. UAV applications
There are many possible applications in different industries. Top industries using drones
are presented in Figure 6, the most popular are photography, real estate, utilities,
construction and agriculture (Business Insider, 2017). According to PwC report (PwC,
2016), there are plenty of commercial applications in such industries as infrastructure,
transport, insurance, media and entertainment, telecommunication, agriculture, security,
mining. The total value of drone solutions is assessed in $ 127.3bn (Table 5).

Figure 6. Top industries using drones (Business Insider, 2017)
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Table 5. Value of drone powered solutions in industries in global context (adapted from
PwC, 2016, p.4)
2015

$ bn

Infrastructure

45.2

Agriculture

32.4

Transport

13.0

Security

10.5

Media and entertainment

8.8

Insurance

6.8

Telecommunication

6.3

Mining

4.3

Total

127.3

Real estate
Marketing
In Real Estate industry drones are used mainly for marketing. They are helping to stand
out from other agencies and improve customer experience when they are looking online
what property to buy. Drones can show houses from different angles and spectacular
views around. UAV photography is replacing more expensive images captured by
helicopters (Canis, 2015).

Construction
Accuracy and real-time awareness are often the challenges on the construction sites. The
possible means to address these concerns would be the use of drones to automate the
process of collecting data and providing information needed at each phase of the process
of construction (PwC, 2016). At the pre-construction phase, the quality and speed of the
design process can be facilitated by using drones to send the field data. They have the
capability of recording high-resolution images and data to enable 3D modelling. They
record and provide data about the initial status of the construction site for property owners
and constructors before the work commences.
During the construction phase drones are useful for conducting quick surveys and
providing reports of the construction progress. By using drones, investors can monitor the
progress of construction with ease and verify reports from contractors. The data provided
by drones can also be used to detect any differences in the process and also to check if
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the construction site borders have been crossed as well as monitoring proper handling
and storage of construction materials and equipment. In addition, using UAV to monitor
construction sites assists in providing crucial data which is easily accessible to facilitate
effective analysis and quick reaction. At the same time, drones can be used to receive
truthful documentation and monitor contractor engagement which can act as evidence
that can be tabled in case of any court arguments (PwC, 2016). Drones can also be
applied to assess possible risks for swift response through their ability to process data
and translate them into important information. At the site of construction, drones can
gather accurate data to help contractors to work with precision in measuring the depths of
pipelines or positioning steel slabs in concrete. In the final phase of construction, drones
can be used to conduct a final assessment of the completed work, to assess impacts of
the construction on the environment, and gathering data that can be utilized for marketing
and maintenance purposes (PwC, 2016).
Drones as construction equipment
In construction, drones may be used not only for monitoring of progress but also as a
construction equipment. Other functions for which drones are being made include moving
and assembling the building materials, attaching parts and welding them together. A
perfect example is the Areal Construction project done by scientists from ETH University
of Zurich supervised by Professor Raffaello D'Andrea (PwC, 2016). The team used swam
of autonomous drones to build a bridge of ropes. According to PwC (2016), there is a
future possibility of having such swarms of devices to construct internal infrastructure and
small objects such as ventilation systems. Their use will make work more efficient
compared to human beings while reducing the cases of injuries and deaths.

Agriculture
Crop monitoring and spraying
The main problem farmers have been facing is how to conduct an efficient crop
monitoring over the large tracks of land under crop cultivation. The challenge is worsened
by the unpredictable weather patterns and conditions that elevate the cost of maintaining
the crop fields as well as elevating the farming risks. The modern and advanced method
of monitoring which has been used until recently is the satellite imagery. The method has
not been quite reliable because of the bureaucratic process of advance ordering of the
images which is only accessible once in a day and its costly nature without quality
guarantee (PwC, 2016).
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Currently, the application of drones provides cost-effective and efficient crop monitoring at
various stages, starting from the analysis of soil content, seed planting, to the selection of
the most appropriate harvesting method. An improved development is an assessment of
plant health through spotting fungal and bacterial infections via the use near-infrared
(NIR) and visible light (VIS) to show multi-spectral light display of plant tissues (PwC,
2016). The latest development of drone application in crop farming is its use in spraying
crops with fertilizers and pesticides at well-calculated distances away from the ground as
well as with the required amount of liquid. It has led to improving spraying efficiency and
reducing the amount of chemical sipping through the ground compared to the traditional
methods of spray such as tractor spray (PwC, 2016).

Insurance
Insurance claim validation
Drones can be used for claim validations, to gather information about an object or site to
capture its condition. In roof inspections drones are very useful due to decreasing risks for
people and time for roof inspection done by human. Drones can help with assessment of
damage in natural disasters areas or even prevention or mitigation of damage by
monitoring and alerting local residents if an emergency arises. (PwC, 2016)

Security
The security system is differentiated into two categories based on their different
requirements. There are monitoring sites and monitoring lines. UAVs with fixed wings are
applied to conduct surveillance along the borders, coastal lines, and highways to detect
cases of illegal immigration, animal trafficking, smuggling, and other criminal activities.
Multi-rotor UAVs are preferably used in monitoring sites because of their maneuverability
and flexibility around objects (PwC, 2016). The drones can also be used to conduct a
rapid assessment of accidents and remote reconnaissance to provide information of the
scene safety, to allow for an emergency response. The drones are being used by ADPC,
city’s sports management company in Abu Dhabi, to supplement and integrate its security
system. Brazil also used drones during the 2014 world cup event and in 2014 Sochi
Winter Olympics drones were also used to monitor crowd and behavior of fans to detect
problems before they escalate to cause danger (PwC, 2016).

Police
Drones can help the police to search for lost people or escaped criminals, crime-inprogress calls, crime scene investigation and documentation (Skylogic Research Drone
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Analyst, 2016). The police are already trying to use UAVs in different countries. For
example, in the USA more police departments in different states are using drones for
many tasks: in Colorado search-and-rescue team found hiker with drone and saved time
and money; in Maine they used a drone for taking pictures of the car accident and it took
14 minutes instead of hours; the police in Illinois was able to deliver a phone for
negotiations to a man who was shooting and rejecting to leave the foreclosed house (The
Economist, 2017). Another example shows that Australian Queensland Police Service is
using drones for situational awareness during sieges. The police can benefit from using
UAVs as a cost-effective solution by replacing costly aircraft that also can not fly on low
height (DHL, 2014).

Fire service
Drones can help in firefighting on three stages: fire prevention, fire extinguishing and fire
investigation. Using drones exactly for fire extinguishing is very tricky due to the weight of
payloads that drones can carry and required amount of water is usually weighs too much.
There are some drone companies that offer drones for fire extinguishing, for example,
Aerones. However, fire surveillance can bring value immediately to any fire by providing
different angle and top view for fire observation and can be done by many popular hobby
drones. Moreover, drones can also take photos of post-extinguishing conditions at the fire
scene in order to help investigate origin and causes of the fire (Skylogic Research Drone
Analyst, 2016).
Forest fire monitoring and prevention
UAVs can play a crucial role in forest fire monitoring. Fire prevention would be especially
beneficial for forests because forest fires can damage a very large area if it is noticed late
and it is easier to get permissions to fly over forest rather than to fly over city. Drones can
do regular flights and monitor if there is any fire in forest. UAV with an infrared or visual
camera can detect fires in real-time. A swarm of UAVs allows covering big areas. Forest
fire fighting is based on visual estimations by firefighting experts though they may lead to
errors due to human inaccuracy. This is where the use of technologies is beneficial and
can be more reliable. For firefighting management such parameters as the shape and
position of the fire front, how the front evolves with time and the maximum height of the
flames are important. This information is used for firefighting planning, for example, for
prediction of the potential evolution of the fire, determination of the optimal location of fire
engines, etc. (Merino et al., 2010). Besides this UAV could be used for prevention of
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forest fire by regular flights over the forest. This could allow to detect fire at very early
stage and sent alert to a firefighting service.
Fire surveillance
Drones can help with situational awareness by providing images of incidents and events
to an incident commander. It can help keep firefighters and other responders from
unnecessary life threatening risk. Drones equipped with a video camera can provide a live
video feed and those that equipped with a thermal camera can help operators to see
through the smoke and guide water application (Skylogic Research Drone Analyst, 2016).

Media and entertainment
Aerial photography and filming
Aerial photography and filming are widely used not only by hobbyists but also for shooting
commercials and movies. Drones were used in such films as Skyfall, The Wolf of Wall
Street and Harry Potter. Drones are also used for capturing events for news broadcasts,
for example, BBC company has even its own in-house drone team, at sports events like
the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, and for wildlife documentaries, for example, National
Geographic used a drone for filming lions in Africa (PwC, 2016).
Drone advertising
For advertising campaigns drones can carry banners with promotional messages. For
example, Russian agency Hungry Boys was advertising Chinese takeaway restaurant in
Moscow by flying a drone in front of office windows with the message that reminded to
have lunch (PwC, 2016).

Telecommunications
Base station inspection
Drones can be used in telecommunications for base station inspection by taking photos,
videos and doing measurements. It is safer way than to send an employee to climb a
station especially when the weather is bad. It is also faster and cheaper (PwC, 2016).

Transportation and logistics
The transport industry initially underestimated the potential of drone application in that
sector. However, with the current developments, the drones will soon become popular in
offering delivery of services and accompanying transport services to monitor the
movement of goods. They are efficient, cost-effective, and fast (PwC, 2016).
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Parcel delivery
Drones provide the preferable means of delivering parcels in the e-commerce business.
They enable quick transportation to predefined, specific destinations without much need
of human support to improve customer experience. Google and Amazon are currently in
the piloting stage for using drones to deliver parcels. In their piloting phase, Amazon
Prime Air has been able to deliver 2-kilogram parcels over a radius of 10 km incurring a
cost of 10 cents compared to $2 to $8 incurred in ground transport (PwC, 2016).
Project Wing is a program which Google is using to test the last-mile goods delivery.
Other logistics company have also become involved in testing drones, for instance, Swiss
Port has been conducted UAV parcel deliveries of up to 1 kg, since 2015. A Finish
national postal company, Posti, delivered a 3kg parcel to the Soumenlinna Island from
Helsinki over a distance of 4 kilometers while testing the first delivery in Europe using a
drone (PwC, 2016).
Food delivery
Food delivery may be among the most promising drone applications in the transport
industry. Drones can be used to deliver foodstuffs such as ready-to-eat delicacies,
groceries, and even frozen food to remote areas and in regions which are difficult to
access, for instance, oil rings, isolated islands, and research stations (PwC, 2016).
Retailers, grocers, and restaurants can adopt the use of these drones to deliver food at
the convenience of their customers. Delivery of food with drones would provide efficiency
and add value to the transport chain. As a result, there would be a positive impact that
increases the profitability of the business in terms of sales growth.
Road traffic monitoring and accident inspection
A number of vehicles on the road continue growing and traffic jams are huge problems in
big cities. This pushes transportation managers to seek for more efficient ways of
reducing traffic congestions. There is a need for state-of-the-art technology that can
provide real-time traffic information in case of emergencies like car accidents that leads to
congestions (Kanistras et al., 2015). Drones can be used for road traffic monitoring by
providing video from the top view. Video analytics can provide the possibility to detect and
count cars, determine drivers who act inappropriately, detect accidents. Drones can
provide real-time data. Danish company COWI is using UAV technology for monitoring
and analyzing traffic flow. This is useful for optimization of existing traffic systems instead
of building new expensive roads (American Surveyor, 2016).
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Drone taxi for people transportation
Autonomous cars are expected to be not only on the ground but in the air too. Drone taxi
or air taxi can solve problems with traffic jams in big cities. The City of Dubai is planning to
deploy a passenger carrying drones as a taxi. The model Ehang 184 was developed by
Chinese UAV company Ehang (Techcrunch, 2017b). Another company E-Volo is working
on the same drone project for carrying people in Germany - Volocopter. Uber is also
developing on-demand urban air transportation service for drone taxies (Uber, 2016).
There are many other companies working on this application: Aeromobil, Airbus, Aurora
Flight Sciences, Ehang, E-volo, Joby Aviation, Lilium, Moller International, Pal-V,
Terrafugia, Zee Aero (Drone Industry Insights, 2017).

Mining
The mining industry is yet to tap into the potential of the ability of drones to transform and
facilitate the industry’s operations. They could be used to replace the monotonous and
dangerous jobs people do in the mining fields because of their versatility, easy to
navigate, environment-friendly, and cost-effectiveness (PwC, 2016). Currently, the drones
are being tested in open-cast mining where the objectives are to replace the surveying,
mapping, and inspection activities which are quite labor-intensive. In addition, its use will
involve ensuring security and safety of the extraction sites as well as environmental
protection. In open pit mines, drones can be used to detect threats and deviations such as
mine structure changes. This helps to avoid possible landslide and infrastructural
damages because of application of early intervention measures (PwC, 2016).
According to reviewed literature and commercial materials, there are many industries that
will benefit from using drones among them there are construction, agriculture, security,
media and transportation. The outcome of the survey is presented in Table 6 which
contains the list of applications within industries.
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Table 6. The list of UAV applications from literature
#

Application

Industry

1

Real estate marketing

Real Estate

2

Construction monitoring

Construction

3

Construction equipment drones

Construction

4

Crop monitoring

Agriculture

5

Spraying

Agriculture

6

Insurance claim validation

Insurance

7

Security monitoring

Security

8

Drones for police

Public safety

9

Forest fire prevention monitoring

Public safety

10

Fire surveillance

Public safety

11

Filming

Media & Entertainment

12

Advertising

Media & Entertainment

13

Base station inspection

Telecommunications

14

Parcel delivery

Transportation & Logistics

15

Food delivery

Transportation & Logistics

16

Road traffic monitoring

Transportation & Logistics

17

Accident inspection

Transportation & Logistics

18

Drone taxi

Transportation & Logistics

19

Mining inspection

Mining
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4. ABOUT THE COMPANY
In order to do the research, it is necessary to understand the business and the business
environment of the company, why the company is interested in the drone business and
what kind of opportunities it is looking for.

4.1. Basic information
Nokia is a Finnish multinational telecommunications company founded in 1865. Nokia's
headquarters are in Espoo in Finland. In 2016 Nokia operated in more than 100 countries,
employed around 101000 employees (Nokia, 2016a). Nokia is a global technology leader
in the connected world. The mission statement of the company has been changed from
“Connecting people” to “We connect technology to connect the world” which can be
explained that the company is more focusing on current trends like the Internet of Things
and wants to connect not only people but also machines. Nokia is shaping the future of
technology to transform the future of human experience by enabling infrastructure for 5G
and the Internet of Things with state-of-the-art software, hardware and services for any
type of network (Nokia, 2018a).
Nokia is a well-known brand around the globe due to the Nokia phones, however, Nokia is
not developing phones anymore. On 18 May 2016, HMD Global, a new company founded
by former Nokia executive, acquired the right to use Nokia brand on the phones and
design rights and Microsoft sold its feature phone assets to HMD Global (Nokia, 2016b;
Microsoft, 2016; Techcrunch, 2016b; HMD, 2016). Currently, Nokia is concentrating on
telecommunications equipment since Nokia sold mobile devices division in 2014 (Nokia,
2018b). Nokia operates in the B2B environment. Main competitors of Nokia Networks are
Huawei and Ericsson (Nokia, 2016a).

4.2. Innovation culture at the company
At Nokia anyone can innovate, the company actively encourages their employees to bring
new ideas and unleash their creativity. Internally ideas are gathered through idea
management platform called “Global Innovation Mall” (GIM) developed by HYPE. It was
introduced in 2007 when Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) joint venture was established.
In this online tool different innovation campaigns can be created to support idea
generation according to the strategic goals of the company (HYPE, 2016; Trifilova,
Schlage and Bessant, 2013). Every year since 2011 Nokia is organizing Open Innovation
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Challenge. Participants submit ideas via GIM. So GIM is one common place for all ideas
(Nokia, 2017c).

4.3. Drone projects
Nokia Saving Lives is a non-profit project that aims to increase efficiency during rescue
operations in disaster situations. Drones connected with mobile communication
technology provide high quality video and an infrared camera for the fastest possible
response in helping people. In disaster one of the common problem is network
connectivity. Drones can do video streaming and give other real-time data from sensors
from the disaster site to a control center (Nokia, 2017b). In 2017 Nokia Saving Lives won
the international competition of the United Arab Emirates Drone for Good Award. Nokia
Saving Lives showed several drones flying together and searching for people in a disaster
area. Nokia’s Ultra Compact Network was used for the establishment of high-speed LTE
connectivity while drones with cameras were capturing real-time video (Nokia, 2017b;
Nokia, 2017d; Eder, 2017). Another drone project is Nokia Drone Networks, it is an endto-end drone solution for business needs and critical situations. This represents UAS
including LTE connected drones, remote-control center on the ground and data analytics
(Nokia, 2018c).
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5. METHODOLOGY
According to Mark et al. (2009), a methodology is “the theory of how research should be
undertaken, including the theoretical and philosophical assumptions upon which research
is based and the implications of these for the method or methods adopted” (Mark et al.,
2009, p.595). This chapter describes how the research was conducted, including research
design, sampling, data collection and analysis.

5.1. Research Design
The research objective of this study is to find the best UAV application with high business
potential for the company. Therefore, the main research question (RQ) of the study is
“What is the best UAV application with high business potential for the company?”
In order to answer the main research question, three research questions were formulated
and research framework is presented in the following Table 7.
Table 7. Research framework
Research
objective

Research
question

Research method

Data collection

(RQ1) What are

Qualitative study

- Brainstorming

To find the best

possible UAV

UAV application

applications with

with high business

high business

potential for the

potential for the

company

company?
(RQ2) What

- Literature review

Qualitative study

Primary data:

applications are

- Semi-structured

important to

interviews

customers?
(RQ3) What UAV

Qualitative study

Secondary data:

applications have a

- Вrone industry reports

high business

and analyses

potential for the

- Сase studies

company?

- Сommercial materials
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The literature review about innovation management was done with the goal to design the
research and build research methodology. Multiple case study research strategy was
chosen to carry out the research where a case is an UAV application. A case study is a
common research strategy for “What” and “How” research questions. It provides an
opportunity to observe and analyze a phenomenon and gain a rich understanding of the
research context (Mark et al., 2009). The research was done in four stages that are
presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Methodology
1 stage is a collection of ideas, evaluation of ideas and identification of potential
customers. Ideas were collected by using literature, commercial materials and
brainstorming with internal employees of the company. Cases for the multiple case study
were formulated from the gathered ideas.
2 stage is the analysis of applications and selection for interviews. All ideas were grouped
and went through filtering criteria. Evaluation matrix was used for assessment by several
criteria.
3 stage is conducting interviews with customers and prioritization of possible UAV
applications. The qualitative research method was chosen to get deep insights from
customers’ point of view. The semi-structured interview allows getting answers to relevant
questions.
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4 stage is business analysis of Top 3 applications. The aim was to present Top3
application to the leadership team so they can pick one according to their vision and
strategies.

5.2. Sampling
Sampling was done on the 1st stage of the research. Cases for the multiple case study
were formulated from the ideas that were gathered through brainstorming, literature and
internet search. The collection of applications for drones was done through brainstorming
with employees inside the company and also by the author through searching for
information in literature and commercial materials. Brainstorming session was conducted
in such way that everyone could contribute. Due to the global environment of the
company and the fact that many of the employees work abroad, there was an online call
for kick-off meeting where the aim of brainstorming was explained. All the ideas were
collected online with using of the web service IdeaClouds (Ideaclouds, 2018). This online
workshop was open for ideas during 2 weeks (29.06.2017-13.07.2017), so people could
take their time, generate different ideas and submit them when they had time. During this
time emails were sent to remind and encourage people to participate. Twenty five
employees out of twenty nine invited were able to participate in the brainstorming session.
The participants were with diverse backgrounds - business and technical, different job
functions and work experience. See examples of participants’ job titles and functions in
Table 8. The submission of ideas was anonymous, so an author of idea was unknown and
therefore there was no problem with submission of odd and extraordinary ideas and there
was no overestimation of ideas that were submitted by leaders. The topic of brainstorming
was set as “What are possible applications for drones?”, however, there were so many
different ideas, that were not exactly applications but somehow connected with drones.
Ideas were divided into categories during brainstorming and finalized after. All submitted
ideas were divided into 6 categories. Four categories were main customer segments (see
Table 9) that were given to stimulate to put right ideas. Other categories were formed
according to idea contents, see Table 10.
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Table 8. Examples of brainstorming participants’ job titles and functions
Job title
Head of Innovation
organization

Job function
●
●
●
●
●

Defining main business programmes to enable strategy
execution
Managing innovation process
Driving for continuous improvement and optimizing
operational performance
Establishing the needed networks and community to
ensure successful operations
People leadership, team and individual development, team
culture development

Innovation Portfolio
Manager

●
●

Portfolio management process and governance
Innovation management process

Business
Development
Manager

●

Business development, establishing new business
relationships
Meeting with potential customers

Innovation Program
Manager

●

Planning, controlling and leading project(s) through its
phases, manages tradeoffs, risks, problems etc. and
makes decisions within limits of authority

System Engineer

●
●
●
●

Testing and running worldwide drone demos
Building, programming, flying and maintaining UAVs
Mechanical, electronics and software engineering
knowledge
Piloting experience for copter drones

Software Engineer

●

Software development

Summer Trainee

●
●

Project documentation
Support in organizing team meetings, team training,
demos
Support for shipping materials to demo or training
locations
Materials ordering when needed

●

●
●
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Table 9. Priority customer segments
Priority customer
segments

Description

Safety & Security

Emergency situations, disaster recovery, security for smart cities
or enterprises, public safety.

Smart City

Smart buildings, energy savings, parking, pollution in cities, etc.
Value for cities that aim to become smart city and that need
operation on a city level.

Industry

Industry 4.0 or smart factory.

Transportation

Autonomous driving / flying, driver assistance, vehicle
management, mobility as a service, logistics, delivery, etc. The
aim is to connect vehicles, enable connected cars and other
vehicles such as buses, trains, planes, drones, etc.

Table 10. Categories
#

Brainstorming categories

1

Safety & Security

2

Smart City

3

Industry

4

Transportation

5

Support for drones

6

Other

5.3. Data collection and analysis
Data collection techniques selected for this research are qualitative including both primary
and secondary data. Primary data was gathered from potential customers in order to
receive a feedback on UAV applications. It was collected for assessment criterion
“Customer attractiveness”. Multiple case study included data collection for each case UAV application. Secondary data was collected by searching for information on the
Internet on company’s websites, commercial materials, UAV analysis reports. This
incorporated qualitative analysis of the cases.
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Semi-structured interviews were chosen as a method because it allows being ready for an
interview with prepared questions and at the same time an opportunity to ask more. A list
of applications to discuss was prepared for each interview with a customer. It is useful to
look at applications from different perspectives, to group them per customer, brainstorm
and add what else can be interesting for customers. It is important to discuss applications
taking into consideration only needs of the customers without focusing on the solution that
the company really can provide. Five interviews covering all four customer segments were
conducted. List of interviewees, their industry and UAV applications that were discussed
is presented in Table 11.
For selecting interviewees purposive sampling was used because it enabled to use
judgment to select best cases in order to answer research question and meet the
objective (Mark, S. et al., 2009) The challenge with interviews was the need to select
interviewees very carefully due to confidentiality requirements, with some interviewees
non-disclosure agreement was signed.
For each customer segment at least one interviewee company was selected. So all
priority customer segments were covered. After interviews evaluation matrix was refined
and column “Customer attractiveness” was filled in. Interviews were not recorded because
they were in a format of business meetings. Other employees of the company also took
part in the interviews. It was comfortable for the interviewees to discuss the issues without
being recorded. Notes were taken during the interviews. Interview scripts were filled in
right after the meetings and notes were finalized.
The interview script that contains common open questions for each interviewee was
developed (APPENDIX 4). Interviews were conducted in August - October 2017. For each
interview customized interview script and the slides were prepared. After the meetings the
process of data analysis was started. In order to compare UAV applications qualitative
multi criteria analysis was chosen. For final business potential analysis such tools as
NABC and Business Model Canvas were used. The results of the research are presented
in the following chapter.
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Table 11. List of applications per customer for interviews
#

Customer
segment

Customer business
or industry

1

Smart city

City authorities

Applications

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Road traffic monitoring
Air quality monitoring
Construction monitoring
Event management
Parcel delivery, Smart city drone
station
Building inspection
Water quality monitoring

2

Transportation

Transport Authorities

●
●
●
●
●
●

Inspection of roads
Inspection of rail tracks
Inspection of buildings
Road construction monitoring
Road traffic monitoring
Maritime monitoring

3

Safety and
Security

Rescue department

●
●
●
●

Forest fire prevention monitoring
Fire monitoring in cities
Fire surveillance
Building inspection after fire

4

Safety and
Security

Security company

●

Security monitoring in companies,
industrial sites, events, shopping
malls, transportation, public
buildings

5

Industry

Maritime industry

●

Maritime monitoring (detection of
ships anchored illegally)
Security monitoring in ports
Tracking inventory in ports
Oil spill detection
Tracking animals
Tsunami detection
Delivery to ships
Ship inspection

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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6. RESULTS
The overall process of searching and selecting best UAV applications for the company
was conducted according to the Fuzzy Front-End theory, it is presented as Innovation
Funnel in Figure 8. Results are demonstrated in several sub-chapters. “6.1.
Brainstorming” chapter includes brainstorming results and selected UAV applications for
further analysis. In “6.2. Multiple case study chapter” selected UAV applications are
described in details in order to get more information about them and evaluate them in
Evaluation matrix. Multi-criteria analysis of UAV applications is described in chapter 6.3
according to evaluation matrix. Results of conducted customer interviews are presented in
“6.4. Interviews analysis and customer interviews” chapter. Finally, in “6.5. Business
potential analysis” chapter final analysis is described.

Figure 8. Innovation Funnel

6.1. Brainstorming
In total 111 ideas were submitted in Ideaclouds. Ideas were exported to Excel for further
evaluation and analysis. Ideas were checked for duplications and grouped into one idea
where it was necessary. The quality of ideas varied, some of them were just a rough idea,
others were detailed and from expert’s point of view. The filtering criteria for every point
was if it was possible to formulate UAV application out of an idea, so each idea was
evaluated by the answer to the question "Is it an application?". There were some technical
ideas for improving drones without any business use, such ideas were evaluated as “no”.
The outcome from brainstorming was 52 applications.
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For each application customer segment was defined and those applications that were not
in the list of priority customer segments for the company were excluded, see Table 8.
After that potential customer was defined for each application and again those that were
not in the list of priority customers were excluded.
List of the priority customers:
-

Health (for example, hospitals)

-

City authorities

-

Road maintenance companies

-

Harbours

-

Police

-

Fire service

-

Army and border control

-

Customs

-

Security companies

-

Industrial companies (construction, plants, etc.)

After these steps number of applications was narrowed to 20. The list of UAV applications
is presented in APPENDIX 5, this list was complemented with applications found in the
literature (duplications of the same applications were excluded). The complete list of UAV
applications with descriptions for further analysis is presented in APPENDIX 6. The total
number of UAV applications is 22. The list of selected UAV applications is presented in
Figure 9.

Figure 9. UAV applications
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6.2. Multi-criteria analysis of UAV applications
Applications were analysed by using evaluation matrix with several criteria, see Figure 10.
The most important criteria are a competitive advantage, profitability and customer
attractiveness. The criteria and the weights for each criterion were discussed and agreed
with the company according to the business goals and strategies. The criteria weights are
presented in Table 12.

Figure 10. Evaluation matrix
Table 12. Criteria for application analysis
Criteria

Weight

Competitive advantage

0.2

Costs

0.1

Profitability

0.2

Timing

0.1

Competition

0.1

Risks

0.1

Customer attractiveness

0.2

Total:

1.0

Competitive Advantage
Competitive advantage for the company is in LTE connectivity, drone swarms, automation
and remote steering from anywhere. LTE drones are a key differentiator from radio
controlled drones. With LTE connectivity it is possible to fly longer distances, it is not
limited by distance to radio control device, so the distance depends on base station
capabilities, starting from 5 km.
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Costs
This criterion means costs of development the solution. For example, the cost of
development of drone taxi is very high.
Profitability
Profitability was assessed roughly by using market reports with estimations of value per
industry. For example, the profitability that drones could bring by replacing something
more expensive like using helicopter, airplane, boat or manual work. Market size and the
possibility for growth were also considered.
Timing
This criterion implies the evaluation of the time that is needed for the implementation of an
application. Considered timing is from the start of development until the first revenue, so
sales efforts are also taken into account.
Competition
This criterion is posing such questions as “How rough is competition?” and “How many
competitors are already doing this?”
Risks
This criterion is assessing the risk of damage. For example, drone taxi is risky due to life
threat to passengers.
Customer Attractiveness
This criterion is posing question: “Is there a need and a value for the customer?”. It is
evaluated by interviewees on the next stage of the research.

6.3.1. Competitor analysis
Drone market is new, fast growing and it is expected to grow more (Business Insider,
2016).

There are many companies and many new are appearing. Drone ecosystem

consists of drone manufacturing companies, companies that provide services with drones,
software companies, components and systems (Drone Industry Insights, 2018). An
acquisition is a common trend in the drone industry. Customers need a full automation
solution but doing everything from scratch is almost impossible for companies. That is
why establishing acquisitions or partnerships is a good step to faster gaining missing
element in the whole solution. For example, Intel acquired drone startup Ascending
Technologies in 2016 in order to get into drone market and integrate their processors and
other technologies to connect other devices than PCs – drones (Drone Industry Insights,
2016; Techcrunch, 2016a).
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In order to evaluate competition, the number of already existing solutions was calculated
based on Top 100 drone companies (UAV Coach, 2018) and Internet search results. The
result is presented in APPENDIX 7. If the number of competitors was from 0 to 4 then it
was considered as ‘low’, if it was from 5 to 8 then ‘medium’ and if greater than 9 or equal
– ‘high’.

6.3.2. Competitive advantage analysis
In order to determine what is competitive advantage of the company among other rivals,
competitor analysis was undertaken and discussions with colleagues were held. The
competitive advantage of the company is in LTE connectivity, swarm of drones, providing
real-time data and automation, enabling flights beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS). UAV
applications were analyzed considering the number of needed parameters. The result is
presented in the APPENDIX 8, however APPENDIX 8 is confidential and available only by
special request.

6.3.3. Profitability analysis
In order to evaluate the profitability of an UAV application, profitability estimations per
industry were used from PwC drone industry reports (Table 4). So if an application was
from the assessed industry then it received higher rate than if the industry was not in the
list. The existence of such clear benefit of using drones as replacing expensive current
solution was also considered. The results are presented in Table 13. Evaluation matrix
that includes all criteria is presented in APPENDIX 9, however APPENDIX 9 is
confidential and available only by special request.

6.3. Interviews analysis and customer attractiveness
This chapter presents the results of the interviews. The aim of the conducted interviews
was to answer the research question “What UAV applications are important to
customers?”. The interviewees were asked to evaluate the priority of UAV applications for
them. Discussed applications and their ratings evaluated by interviewees are presented in
Table 14. The analysis of interviews is divided into 4 sections according to customer
segments and includes customer insights for each application. It is described in the
following sub-chapters.
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Table 13. Profitability analysis
#

Application

Industry

Value in
$, bn

1

Public safety
Public safety

-

3
4

Search and rescue
Country border
monitoring
Firefighting
Law enforcement

5

Security surveillance

Public safety
Public safety
Security

10.5

Infrastructure

2

6
7

Road traffic
monitoring
Transportation
infrastructure
inspection

8

Parcel delivery

9

Delivery of
medicals/organs

10

Drone taxi

11
12
13

Building inspection
Airplane inspection
Construction

14

Agriculture

15

Farming

16

Gas & Oil inspection

17

Maritime monitoring

18
19

Inventory
Mining
Infrastructure
inspection

20
21

Media

22

Water quality
monitoring

Comment about
replacement of
current solution
helicopter
human labour

Rating
medium
medium
medium
medium
high

45.2

helicopter
helicopter
video camera,
human labour
video camera

Infrastructure

45.2

human labour

high

Transport

13.0

high

Transport

13.0

Transport

13.0

Insurance
Aviation
Infrastructure
Agriculture

6.8
45.2
32.4

Agriculture
Infrastructure

32.4
45.2

Maritime industry

-

Infrastructure
Mining
Telecommunication

45.3
4.3
6.3

vehicles, human
labour
vehicles, human
labour
helicopter, vehicles,
human labour
human labour
human labour
human labour
human labour,
airplane, machines
human labour
human labour,
helicopter
boats, human
labour
human labour
human labour
human labour

Media and
Entertainment
Maritime industry

8.8

video camera,
human labour
human labour,
boats

high

-

high

high
high
high
medium
high
high
high
high
medium
high
high
high

medium
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Table 14. Outcomes from interviews
Interviewee #

Application

Evaluation

Interviewee 1

Air quality monitoring
Construction monitoring
Event management
Building inspection
Road traffic monitoring
Parcel delivery
Water quality monitoring

High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Low

Interviewee 2

Inspection of roads
Road traffic monitoring
Road construction monitoring
Inspection of bridges
Inspection of rail tracks
Maritime monitoring

High
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low

Interviewee 3

Forest fire prevention monitoring
Fire surveillance (Video of fire for better
extinguishing)
Drones goes before firefighters and
send photos of the scene
City fire prevention monitoring
Fire extinguishing
Searching for people inside buildings
Building inspection after fire

Medium
Medium

Interviewee 4

Interviewee 5

Security monitoring
- of industrial area, its borders
- transportation (railway stations,
airports)
- for companies (office campus area)
- of event area
- shop malls
- public buildings
Security monitoring
Delivery to ships
Security of ships
Emission sniffing
Monitoring vessels anchored illegally
Oil spill, seaweed detection
Tracking inventory
Tracking animals
Tsunami detection
Ship inspection

Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low

High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
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6.4.1. Smart City
Smart City segment can be seen as an umbrella that includes all others: safety and
security, industry and transportation but in a context of the smart city. Different smart city
applications were discussed with Interviewee 1 (city authority). Interviewee 1 was
interested in construction monitoring, building inspection, air quality monitoring and water
quality monitoring. About construction monitoring Interviewee 1 said that it is the most
realistic use case and is needed as soon as possible. Currently, construction companies
put video cameras on cranes, so drones could replace them by providing more valuable,
cost effective and flexible solution. “Building inspection is an interesting and possible
use case, for example, roof inspection when it is heavy snow, might be needed by
cleaning company in the city” – said Interviewee 1 about building inspection application.
About air quality monitoring Interviewee 1 commented: “We already were trying to use a
drone for this. In current solution there are implemented sensors in cars, bicycles that
gather data, drones could bring additional data from the air”. About event management
Interviewee 1 highlighted that the problem is how to control drones that can come to an
event from hobbyists breaking laws. Interviewee 4 from security company was also
sceptical about using drones on events: “There is “No drones” zone on event site, so
nobody can’t use a drone, even for security reasons”. However, from business meetings
with the police it was clear that in Finland they are currently using drones on events for
security surveillance. Other applications were less interesting for the Interviewee 1:
-

“Due to regulations, parcel delivery is not feasible yet. Maybe will not be possible
in nearest 5 years”.

-

“Water quality monitoring is new interesting use case however not interested at
the moment.

6.4.2. Transportation
Transportation related UAV applications were discussed with Interviewee 2. The main
interest of interviewee was mainly in the inspection of roads condition and the road traffic
monitoring. About inspection of roads condition Interviewee 2 stated that there was a
problem with holes on the road, they could be detected very late - in 1 year. Interviewee 2
highlighted that “Automated scheduled monitoring of roads conditions - this is very
interesting and needed”. About road traffic monitoring Interviewee 2 highlighted the
need for real time traffic data. Other applications were less interesting for the Interviewee
2:
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-

Road construction monitoring – “they didn’t think about it before, it is a new use
case for them. Reducing the number of visits to supervise a construction site may
be beneficial”.

-

“Inspection of bridges is done not often, once in several years. It is cheaper with
drones but due to rare occasion not much savings”.

-

“Currently, inspection of rail tracks is done very precisely, measurements are in
mm. There are studies about noise and vibration measurements. Special trains
with sensors measure vibration, and there are devices with microphones, so
noises can be analyzed. More likely that there is no real need for drones because
mentioned devices can inspect better”.

-

Maritime monitoring – “in their responsibility only waterways, there is one activity
currently done by airplane - to record the seashore and seaways - but it is onetime activities, so there is no real need for drones for them but maybe their
subcontractor might be interested in replacement”.

6.4.3. Safety and Security
Interviewee 3 from public safety and rescue department was not really willing to evaluate
priorities explaining that it was hard to estimate without any proper research and try-outs
of use cases, the interviewee highlighted that first real understanding of the benefit of the
use case is needed. However, from the interview, it was possible to conclude that
promising applications were fire surveillance and forest fire prevention monitoring. About
forest fire prevention monitoring Interviewee 3 said: “Monitoring forest fires is a
responsibility of the government level, The Northern Finland Regional State Administrative
Agency. Currently, in Finland some flying clubs are doing forest fire monitoring due to
contract with the government. These clubs are doing monitoring by manned airplanes. No
special equipment is used and they detect fire by observing forest with the crew on board.
It is possible to do this with an UAV if suitable sensors are attached to these flying
systems. There is a need for processing raw data from UAV sensors and maybe
computer calculations, analytics or even machine learning are needed to achieve the
required result. Through these capabilities UAVs could make alarms if fire detected to
responsible people for fires in forests. For forest fire monitoring fixed wings drone would
be the best choice and it should be able to fly long distances for multiple hours”. Opposite
to forest fire prevention, city fire prevention was evaluated as not important use case
because “fires on old houses happens quite rarely and are difficult to predict” (Interviewee
3).
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Interviewee 3 told that UAV best benefits for Rescue Services come from fire
surveillance by providing supporting information from emergency sites to incident
commanders. Effective drone usage can be organized in such way, that these systems
would go above accident site before firefighters and send information from the scene.
Currently, several people describing what is happening during emergencies at different
stages until authorities arrive on accident site. This kind of preliminary information help
authorities to build better situational awareness and to send right resources and
equipment. This raw or analyzed data can be shared among authorities, for example,
police may also need same information gathered on accident site for something like joint
command center (Interviewee 3). Other applications such as fire extinguishing and
building inspection after fire were less important than fire surveillance and fire prevention.
About fire extinguishing Interviewee 3 said “Using drones is more beneficial for other
tasks than exactly extinguishing of fire” (Interviewee 3). Buildings are inspected after the
fire and fire investigation is the responsibility of the Police. Rescue Authorities are just
estimating the cause of a fire. (Interviewee 3).
Security surveillance in different customer environments (companies, industrial areas,
events, shops, buildings, transport stations) was discussed with Interviewee 4 from a
security company. Interviewee 4 said that “security surveillance is very needed in
industrial areas, especially in construction site because there are many changes
happening and there is need in reinstalling fixed cameras”. This can be easily combined
with the use case of construction monitoring, so it is possible to offer construction
companies

two

applications:

construction

monitoring

and

security

surveillance.

Interviewee 5 from maritime industry also pointed on security application for ports:
“Security monitoring in ports – Drones are needed for security monitoring, it is one of
the most feasible applications, not far future. Except video cameras for surveillance, they
are still using dogs, so using drones may replace dogs”. Another security related
application is accompanying ships for security. According to Interviewee 5 “drones can
be used for security surveillance of ships, for example, preventing cruise ship terrorism.
Checking that there is no one under a ship is needed. Currently, they are using sensors
and personnel watching manually”. During the interview with Interviewee 4 there was one
new use case idea - security of trains. Interview 4 said, “There is a problem with vandals
drawing graffiti on trains. Drones could flight regularly while trains are staying in depot
during night.”
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6.4.4. Industry
Maritime and harbors related UAV applications were discussed with Interviewee 5.
Interviewee 5 evaluated as a high priority such applications as security monitoring,
delivery to ships, security of ships and emission sniffing. Among new use cases, there
were emission sniffing, delivery to ships, accompanying ships for security. Security related
applications for ports and ships have been already discussed in the previous section.
There were several new and interesting application ideas:
-

Emissions sniffing - “Sulfur emission control area in Baltic Sea. Bad fuel includes
sulfur. Ships use bad fuel with sulfur and switch to good one in this area and when
approaching the harbor. Drones could check air from ships with sensors (fuel burn
out) and detect if bad fuel was used. Currently, they are checking ships in harbors
for no emissions. There are fines but not very high. Trafi is responsible for
monitoring of emissions.”

-

Delivery to ships - “Delivery of spare parts from ports to ships. Ships usually take
very limited amount of spare parts and in case if something broken they often
need to order that and wait it to be delivered.”

-

“Delivery from ships to warehouses – last mile delivery directly from ships.
Autonomous ships will probably be smaller and drones could be delivering
packages from the ship to land – floating boards in the future.”

According to Interviewee 5, drones can be helpful for maritime monitoring in particular
monitoring vessels anchored illegally, however, there is no such a problem in Finland
but in Istanbul it is. Interviewee 5 said, “There are blackout ships waiting to be grabbed or
used later, outside Istanbul”.
Monitoring of water surface for the oil spill – “Oil spills usually are outside harbors but
sometimes ships left small oil spills in harbors too. It is useful to detect these spills and
also to find what ship did that. Currently done with boats. So drones could replace boats.”
Oil spill detection - “Yes, it is useful. Oil spills usually are outside harbors but sometimes
ships left small oil spills in harbors too. It is useful to detect these spills and also to find
from what ship did it come. Currently done with boats so drones could replace boats.”
Ship inspection - “About inspection inside the ships. Currently, double bottom check is
done by humans, but could be done by small indoor drones. There are dangerous
conditions for humans because there might be lack of oxygen. It is done with flashlight
and camera for visual inspection, sometimes hammer needed. Small indoor drones with
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sensors could help. Additionally, to this Interviewee 5 added: “Critical inspections are
below the water to check propeller and ships are ready to pay good money for divers to
do that.”
Other applications were less interesting for the Interviewee 5:
-

“Tracking inventory in ports currently is done automatically by special equipment
based on big cranes, in case if something gets lost then there might be a need for
using drones for that”.

-

Tsunami detection - “Don’t know much about this but sometimes there are giant
waves that are dangerous for ships. 25m waves but they don’t last long. It is
possible to see them from satellite images after that. Tsunamis are happening
after earthquakes so it is better to focus on detection of earthquakes.”

-

“Drones for tracking animals may be interested for research ships, they are
interested in counting animals, etc.”

6.4.5. Conclusions from interviews
Insights from interviews were very useful for the research and from the business
perspective. Some of the applications were rejected, marked as not important with low
priority. All discussed UAV applications are summarized in Figure 11. Some interviewees
provided new ideas of UAV applications which were very useful. This is very similar to
customer centred approach and co-design with customers. Companies may organize
brainstorming sessions with customers and brainstorm different ideas of UAV
applications. Actually, not all of the interviewees were eager to generate new ideas, so
this really depended on an interviewee.
The data collected through semi-structured interviews helped to answer the research
question “What UAV applications are important to customers?”. The evaluation of UAV
applications by interviewees is presented in Table 13 at the beginning of this chapter.
Updated Final Evaluation Matrix with customer attractiveness evaluation and excluding
those applications that were not discussed with the interviewees is presented in
APPENDIX 10. However, APPENDIX 10 is confidential and available only by special
request.
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Figure 11. UAV applications: outcomes from interviews

6.4. Business potential analysis
According to the Final Evaluation Matrix (APPENDIX 10) TOP 3 UAV applications for the
company are:
1. Security surveillance
2. Construction monitoring
3. Road traffic monitoring
Security surveillance
Big industrial sites need to be secure. Currently, fixed video cameras are used to prevent
thefts but video cameras can not cover all the area and they lack top view and flexibility.
Security companies, that provide such services for different businesses, are interested in
using drones for security surveillance. Automated scheduled flights done by one or
several drones with thermal and video cameras may replace patrols done by humans. In
case of intruder, detection drone sends alert to the security team and streams video.
Drones bring such benefits as automation, optimization of resources, flexibility and better
observation than a fixed video camera. Though there are already many competitors who
provide drones for security surveillance, there are only a few competitors with LTE
connectivity. LTE connected drones can provide real-time data and be able to patrol
larger areas than radio controlled drones. For the company this application is easy to
develop, the cost of development is low, it is not risky and easy to scale by increasing
number of customers, moreover it is possible to launch it all over the world. Several
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interviewees marked the need for this and that the timing is good and it is needed right
now. So this application surely has successful future and is needed to be developed as
soon as possible.
Construction monitoring and survey
Drones can be used for different tasks on the construction site. One of these tasks is
monitoring of construction progress. A quick survey of a construction site can be done by
automated schedules drone flights. Construction companies themselves or organizations
that are responsible for inspection are interested in such solution. Managers need to know
what is going on a construction site, monitor construction progress. Besides construction
monitoring, drones can be used for 3D mapping of a construction site for planning
construction and for calculating volumes of stockpiles. As it was mentioned in the previous
paragraph, drones could do security surveillance as well. It is possible to combine these
two applications in one site because this can bring more value and benefits to a
construction customer.
Road traffic monitoring
Road traffic monitoring done by UAV includes such tasks as capturing high quality video,
real-time data and data analytics that counts cars, defines vehicle types, vehicle speed
and detects an accident. Such customers as road police or road maintenance companies
need real-time road traffic analytics for predicting and dealing with traffic jams, information
for improving transport infrastructure. Insurance companies and road police are interested
in accident detection and accident investigation. With LTE connected UAVs it is possible
to provide high quality real-time video and data analytics. Although LTE connected UAVs
provide many benefits to customers, there are only a few competitors who offer that.
For evaluating business potential of these Top3 applications such tools as NABC (Need,
Approach, Benefits, Competitors) and Lean Canvas were used. All NABC models and
Lean Canvases for the Top 3 applications are presented in APPENDICES 11-16. Due to
confidentiality issues, APPENDICES 11-16 are confidential and available only by special
request.
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious that launching a new business will not definitely succeed regardless whether
it is a new initiative within a company or a totally new enterprise venture (Blank, 2013).
Selecting the right idea with high business potential is a common problem that many
companies face with (Koen et al., 2002). In order to beat competitors and simply survive,
it is very important for a company to innovate and to make accurate decisions.
The context of this thesis is business opportunities on the drone market which is growing
fast nowadays. This topic was new for the author and in order to learn about it UAV
applications literature review was conducted and state-of-the-art research about what was
going on the drone industry was conducted. This also helped to identify the research gap.
There are plenty scientific papers about UAVs but most of them are technical and
research technical problems, so there is lack of business studies about UAV applications.
This paper provides new insights on UAV applications and value for businesses, it
contributes to the research on UAVs and UAV applications.
The objective of the thesis “To find the best UAV applications with high business potential
for the company” was successfully achieved. The context of this thesis was business
opportunities on a drone market and the main research question was the decision
problem of the company and stated as follows “What are the best UAV applications with
high business potential for the company?”. In order to be able to answer this question, it
was necessary to find the ways how to build the research framework. Thorough
innovation management literature review was conducted and according to it innovation
process should start from searching for ideas and selecting the right idea which is also
known as fuzzy front-end innovation. Innovation management literature review helped to
find answers to such questions as how to generate ideas and how to select the best idea.
Using brainstorming technique combined with Nominal Group Technique leads to the
generation of more original ideas (Putman and Paulus, 2008). Many companies use
evaluation matrix with several criteria in order to evaluate the opportunity (Koen, 2002).
The research was conducted according to Innovation Process practices representing itself
Innovation Funnel, similar to the innovation process how it is described in theory. For
answering the main research question and selecting best UAV applications, it was
necessary to divide the main research question into 3 sub-questions. To answer RQ1
about existing UAV applications internal brainstorming was held and UAV applications
literature review was conducted. This was «searching» stage of the innovation process.
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To answer RQ2 about customers’ needs semi-structured interviews were conducted with
potential customers of the company and industry experts. To answer RQ3 about UAV
applications with high business potential for the company holistic analysis was carried out
by using evaluation matrix with evaluating several criteria that were discussed, selected
and approved by the company. This was «selecting» stage of the innovation process.
Brainstorming was held partly according to the NGT without further group estimation. The
brainstorming rules were announced, so the criticism of the ideas was prevented. At the
beginning of the brainstorming session, people were asked to think about ideas alone and
write them to the online board. The positive aspect of the brainstorming session was that
many ideas were generated and most of them were relevant. However, due to a great
number of ideas, it was almost not possible to discuss all the ideas and to develop them
further. So one of the drawbacks of the brainstorming session was that the ideas were not
developed further and also they were not assessed by a group. After live session the
brainstorming online board was open for two weeks, this was done in case if someone
had time to think alone, so it was possible to avoid production blocking and social loafing,
however, most of the ideas were put during live session together, not later on alone. All in
all, brainstorming was very fruitful and gave many ideas of UAV applications in a short
time and provided most of the cases for the initial list of UAV applications.
As it was found in literature such evaluation criteria as market, competency, competitive
issues, time factors, technology, and financial strength are important in order to evaluate
business idea (Koen, 2002). Evaluation matrix that was built in this research included
these criteria as well. Customer attractiveness was also evaluated incorporating a
customer-centered approach that helped to validate customer needs. Talking to
customers is the fasters way to learn about the problem if it is worth to solve it (Maurya,
2010). Interviews that were conducted for this research gave a valuable evaluation of the
UAV applications from a customer perspective and provided some insights. There was an
additional value from customer interviews – new ideas of UAV applications. This actually
made the innovation process of the research similar to open innovation process because
these ideas came from outside but most of the ideas were generated inside the company
with internal employee brainstorming. One good approach also could be conducting
brainstorming sessions with potential or current customers of the company in order to
generate new ideas together. This also complements customer-driven approach and codesign approach.
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7.1 Managerial implications and recommendations
The main recommendations to the company are
-

to develop TOP 3 and then expand to the applications that are very similar to the
developed solution and also customer needs, for example, after development
drone solution for construction, to improve and offer the solution for mining;

-

to focus on aerial surveillance and survey applications, then on delivery
applications;

-

to continue interviewing potential customers for different applications, especially to
talk with agricultural company, police, hospitals;

-

to do market research of UAV applications.

In order to solve a business problem like this (“what UAV application worth to develop”) it
is possible to repeat the research by following steps:
1. Collect UAV applications by organizing brainstorming
2. Build evaluation matrix, define criteria and weights
3. Analyse UAV applications by several criteria (evaluation matrix)
4. Choose applications for customer interviews
5. Conduct customer interviews
6. Update evaluation matrix by adding customer evaluation
7. Complete the analysis
8. Build NABC and Lean Canvas to prove the business case
Results may differ because it depends on a company, business environment, criteria for
selection and their weights. Actually, these steps may be repeated after several years by
the company, the new research can be conducted when the start-up will be on the next
stage and there can be the need in decision again what UAV application to develop the
next.

7.2 Limitations and suggestions for future research
The research objective was successfully achieved, though the research met its limitations.
One of the limitations was lack of primary and secondary data. Due to confidential policies
of the company selection of the interviewees was done very carefully, with the approval
from the company’s management and there were only five interviews conducted, not
covering all the UAV applications from the initial list of twenty. There is a lack of available
secondary data due to high prices on drone market reports done by research companies.
The company is interested in the global market, so another limitation of the thesis is lack
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of international interviews. All interviewees are from Finland. It is also important to take
into account the time limits, which make it not possible to analyze more applications and
in more details, conduct more interviews and gather more data. All in all, the results of the
research provided answers to all research questions and the research goal was achieved.
The company was satisfied with the results of the research.
There are possibilities for future marketing research in terms of countries and their
regulations. This research does not cover market research about countries where it will be
beneficial to launch drone applications. Once applications with a high business potential
identified it is possible to examine carefully about countries and their peculiarities.
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APPENDIX 3. Business Model Canvas template (Blank, 2013, p.4)
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUTE PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

- Who are our key
partners?
- Who are our key
suppliers?
- Which key
resources are we
acquiring from our
partners?
- Which key activities
do partners perform?

- What key activities do
our value propositions
require?
- Our distribution
channels?
- Customer relationships?
- Revenue streams?

- What value do we deliver
to the customer?
- Which one of our
customers’ problems are we
helping to solve?
- What bundles of products
and services are we offering
to each segment?
- Which customer needs are
we satisfying?
- What is the minimum
viable product?

- How do we get, keep and grow
customers?
- Which customer relationships
have we established?
- How are they integrated with the
rest of our business model?
- How costly are they?

KEY RESOURCES
- What key resources do
our value propositions
require?
- Our distribution
channels?
- Customer relationships?
- Revenue streams?

CHANNELS
- Though which channels do our
customer segments want to be
reached?
- How do other companies rich
them now?
- Which ones work best?
- Which ones are most costefficient?
- How are we integrating them
with customer routines?

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

- What are the most important costs inherent to our
business model?
- Which key resources are most expensive?
- Which key activities are most expensive?

- For what value our customers are really willing to pay?
- For what do they currently pay?
- What is the revenue model?
- What are the pricing tactics?

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS
- For whom are we
creating value?
- Who are our most
important customers?
- What are the
customers archetypes?

APPENDIX 4. Interview script
Applications to discuss:
●

<List of applications>

General questions:
●

Could you tell a little bit about the company that you are working in?

Question for each application:
●

How <application/task> is done currently?

●

Are there any problems?

●

What do you think about using drones in <application>?

Other questions:
●

Do you have some other drone applications or problems in mind that drones can
solve?

●

What kind of data are you collecting currently or need to collect?

●

Are you using drones currently? If yes, what do you use them for?

●

Could you evaluate the importance of these applications for your company in
terms of low/medium/high?

●

Do you have any partners and/or customers who might needs drones solutions?

●

Could you give me some contacts who might be interested in giving an interview
for the thesis?

●

●

What kind of features do you need?
-

photos

-

video streaming

-

problem detection

-

other:

What kind of payloads do you think you need?
-

photo camera

-

video camera

-

thermal camera

-

gas sensor

-

delivery system

-

loudspeaker

-

other:

APPENDIX 5. List of UAV applications from brainstorming
#

Application

1

Search and rescue

2
3

Country border
monitoring
Firefighting

4

Law enforcement

5

Security surveillance

6

Road traffic monitoring

Transportation

7

Transport infrastructure
inspection
Parcel delivery

Transportation
Smart City
Transportation

Security companies; factories; logistics
companies; police; event organizer; railway
companies; city authorities
Road police; road maintenance companies;
insurance companies; city authorities
Road maintenance companies; railway
companies
Logistics, delivery, retail companies; event
organizers; restaurants

Transportation

Hospitals

10

Delivery of
medicals/organs
Drone taxi

City authorities; taxi companies

11

Building inspection

Smart City
Transportation
Smart City
Industry

12
13

Airplane inspection
Construction

14

Agriculture

Industry
Industry,
Smart City
Industry

15

Farming

Industry

Farming companies

16

Gas and oil inspection

Industry

Gas and oil companies; energy companies

17

Maritime monitoring

Industry

Harbours; The European Maritime Safety
Agency (EMSA)

18
19

Inventory
Media on events

Industry
Smart City

Retail companies
Event organizer; media companies; city
authorities

20

Water quality
monitoring

Smart City

City authorities; environmental organizations;
harbours

8

9

Customer
Segment
Safety &
Security
Safety &
Security
Safety &
Security
Safety &
Security
Safety &
Security

Potential customer
Public safety organizations; rescue
organizations; city authorities
Army and border control
Firefighting service
Police

City authorities; building maintenance
companies; insurance companies; energy
companies
Airline companies
Construction companies; investors; city
authorities
Agricultural companies; agricultural equipment
retailers
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APPENDIX 6. Final list of UAV applications
#

Application

Customer
Segment
Safety &
Security

Potential customer

Description

1

Search and
rescue

- Public safety organizations
- Rescue organizations
- City authorities

Safety &
Security
Safety &
Security

- Army & Border control

3

Country border
monitoring
Firefighting

- Survey of area to collect information about location of missing person
- Rescue operations in mountains (for example, seeking for people lost in
avalanche)
- Drones for emergency situations (leading people; dropping necessary supplies)
- Video feed in evacuation situations
- Tool for emergency services department as a moving video feed
- Looking for illegal intruders, smugglers

2

4

Law enforcement

Safety &
Security

Police

5

Security
surveillance

Safety &
Security

Security companies
Factories
Logistics companies
Police
Event organizer
Railway companies
City authorities

6

Road traffic
monitoring

Transportation

- Road police
- Road maintenance
companies
- Insurance companies
- City authorities

Firefighting service

- Fire surveillance (video stream of fire for better extinguishing)
- Thermal cameras and gas leakage for assessment of current condition
- Fire extinguishing drones
- Assistance in crime investigations (look for suspects, reconstruct scenes, etc.)
- Crime scene photography
- Coastal and woodland searches and to combat wildlife crime
- Security monitoring of industrial area, events, construction sites, of trains, etc.
- Drones detect movement or changes
- Observation of large scale industrial areas
- Crowd monitoring. Safety on huge events like Olympic Games, tracking crowds in
high-traffic areas and provide real-time data for security teams in the event in case
of any disturbances
- While a train is stopping the drones could reach out to secure by HD video the
environment to prevent robbery, send security alert if movement detected during
night.
- Monitoring of traffic jams, counting cars, accident detection
- Alert about accidents, extra wide tracks, wild animals too close to roads, etc.
- Alerting dangerous driving
- Following speeding cars to help police to stop it
- Road surface conditions monitoring (when snow, in mountains)
- Monitoring of highways and city traffic
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7

Transport
infrastructure
inspection

Transportation

Road maintenance
companies
Railway companies

8

Parcel delivery

Smart City
Transportation

Logistics, delivery, retail
companies
Event organizers
Restaurants

9

Delivery of
medicals/organs

Transportation

- Hospitals

10

Drone taxi

Smart City
Transportation

City authorities, taxi
companies

11

Building
inspection

Smart City
Industry

- City authorities
- Building maintenance
companies
- Insurance companies
- Energy companies

- Responding to major road traffic collisions;
- Accident informing drone (cuts time for waiting police car, cuts expenses for
sending a police car)
- Temporary road signals/signs
- Traffic lights drone
- Inspection of roads (Check condition of roads, holes, etc)
- Inspection of bridges
- Inspection of railways (Drones riding in front of trains/trams to make sure
railroads are safe)
- Inspection of runways in airports
- Delivery of parcels within city
- Last mile delivery
- Delivery of raw materials
- Food delivery
- Cargo delivery
- Delivery for events
- Delivery to ships
- Drone delivery of first aid, urgent medicines such as blood, animal vaccines, etc.
in rural areas or with high traffic
- Medical items or organs urgent deliveries between hospitals
- Large drones for transportation of humans
- In some countries there is no good infrastructure and in some areas it is hard to
build it, for example, in mountains. In this cases such countries may consider
transportation drones as a first option
- Mobility on demand with flying taxi
- Roof inspection
- For renovation of public buildings
- Energy spend monitoring of building
- For insurance companies: validation service to verify and rate the damages on
your roof, cost saving opportunities on the insurance company side; assessment of
damage after disasters
- Maintenance of building (drone can can carry a robot to do building maintenance
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12

Airplane
inspection

Industry

Airline companies

13

Industry,
Smart City

Construction companies,
investors, city authorities

14

Construction
monitoring and
survey
Agriculture

Industry

15

Farming

Industry

Agricultural companies,
companies that offer
agricultural equipment
Farming companies

16

Gas and oil
inspection
Maritime
monitoring

Industry

Gas & Oil companies

Industry

Harbours, The European
Maritime Safety Agency
(EMSA)

18
19

Inventory
Media

Industry
Smart City

Retail companies
Event organizer, media
companies, city authorities

20

Water quality
monitoring

Smart City

City authorities,
environmental
organizations, harbours

17

tasks in the places that are hard to reach, to do cleaning gutters, roofs, checking
repair needs, keeping birds and pests away, etc.)
- Drone taking pictures of the whole airplane helps to detect scratches, dents,
other defects
- 3D model of airplane
- Construction monitoring (monitoring of construction progress, regular flights)
- 3D mapping
- Roads construction monitoring
- crop monitoring (field map by making photos of whole field; monitoring of plants
health; detection of unhealthy plants; plant counting)
- spraying (irrigation)
- Cattle supervising, for example, reindeers
- Wildlife tracking
- Track number endangered species/poaching
- Can be combined with RFID or other technology for searching cattle
- gas leak detection of pipes especially under bridges
- inspection of oil and gas facilities
- monitoring of ports
- monitoring of water surface
- inspection of ships
- drones accompanying ships
- alerting about sharks close to beaches
- monitoring vessels anchored illegally
- Drones with qr/barcode reader
- Media on events: video translations of any types of events
- Following object technology, for example, drone can follow racing car on racing
competition
- Teams of three to five semi-automated drones that can react to and capture
unfolding action at large-scale sports events
- Drones can take water samples for further analysis
Drones can collect data of water surface for future data analysis
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21

Mining

Industry

Mining companies

- Drones can do inspection of mining sites, analyse volumes, 3d mapping

22

Infrastructure
inspection

Industry

Energy companies
Telecommunications
companies

- Wind turbine inspection
- Solar panel inspection
- Telecommunications infrastructure inspection
- Pipe lines inspection
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APPENDIX 7. Competitor analysis
#

Application

Competitors
(existing solutions)

Number
of
competitors

1

Search and Rescue

10

2

Country border
monitoring

8

medium

3

Firefighting

DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/civil-protection
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/public-safety/search-andrescue/
Aeryon https://www.aeryon.com/military/emergency-disaster-response
Aerialtronics https://www.aerialtronics.com/en/applications/drones-for-search-rescue
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Atlas Dynamics https://www.atlasdynamics.eu/industries
Yuneec http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-en-search-and-rescue
Measure http://www.measure.com/industry-drone-solutions-public-safety
Matternet https://mttr.net/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/public-safety/search-andrescue/
Autelrobotics https://www.autelrobotics.com/kestrel
Aeryon https://www.aeryon.com/military/perimeter-and-convoy-security
AerialTronics https://www.aerialtronics.com/en/applications/drones-for-safetysecurity#accident
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Sicdrone http://sicdrone.com/
X-UAV http://www.x-uav.cn/en/content/?410.html
Eli http://eli.ee/
Vger4 http://www.vger4.com/
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/civil-protection
Aeryon https://www.aeryon.com/public-safety/fire-rescue-service
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Flir http://www.flir.eu/suas/content/?id=74946

Evaluation
0-4 - low
5-8 - medium
>=9 - high
high

9

high
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4

Law enforcement

5

Security
surveillance

6

Road traffic
monitoring

Atlas Dynamics https://www.atlasdynamics.eu/industries
Sicdrone http://sicdrone.com/
Yuneec http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-en-fire
Vger4 http://www.vger4.com/
Measure http://www.measure.com/industry-drone-solutions-public-safety
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/civil-protection
Aeryon https://www.aeryon.com/military/tactical-operations
CyPhy https://www.cyphyworks.com/industries/public-safety-security/
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Atlas Dynamics https://www.atlasdynamics.eu/industries
Sicdrone http://sicdrone.com/
Yuneec http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-en-law-enforcement-agency
Vger4 http://www.vger4.com/
Delair http://delair.aero/portfolio/security-and-defense/
Autelrobotics https://www.autelrobotics.com/kestrel
Aeryon https://www.aeryon.com/military/perimeter-and-convoy-security
Airspace http://airspace.co/
Aptonomy http://www.aptonomy.com/
Elistair http://elistair.com/tethered-drone-persistent-aerial-surveillance/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/security/
Nightingalesecurity http://www.nightingalesecurity.com
Delair http://delair.aero/portfolio/security-and-defense/
CyPhy https://www.cyphyworks.com/industries/public-safety-security/
Aerialtronics https://www.aerialtronics.com/en/applications/drones-for-safetysecurity#accident
Atlas Dynamics https://www.atlasdynamics.eu/industries
Sicdrone http://sicdrone.com/
Yuneec http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-en-broadcast
Garuda Aerospace http://garudaaerospace.com/crowd1.html
Autelrobotics https://www.autelrobotics.com/kestrel
Elistair http://elistair.com/portfolio/traffic-monitoring-2/
Delair http://delair.aero/portfolio/railways-and-roads/

9

high

14

high

5

medium
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7

Transportation
infrastructure
inspection

8

Parcel delivery

9

Delivery of
medicals/organs

10

Drone taxi

DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/infrastructure
AerialTronics https://www.aerialtronics.com/en/applications/drones-for-safetysecurity#accident
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/infrastructure
Sensefly https://www.sensefly.com/solution/inspection-360/
Delair http://delair.aero/portfolio/railways-and-roads/
Terra Drone https://www.terra-drone.net/en/industry/inspection_infrastructure/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/inspection/
Exponent https://exponent-ts.com/download
Flytrex http://www.flytrex.com/
Matternet https://mttr.net/
Amazon Prime Air https://www.amazon.com/b?node=8037720011
Flirtey http://flirtey.com/
Project Wing https://x.company/projects/wing/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/unmanned-cargo/
Airbornedrones https://www.airbornedrones.co/delivery-and-transport/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/unmanned-cargo/
Boeing
UPS
Ehang http://www.ehang.com/ehang184/
Dronlife http://www.dronlife.es/
Matternet https://mttr.net/
Zipline http://www.flyzipline.com/
Flirtey http://flirtey.com/
Project Wing https://x.company/projects/wing/
Ehang http://www.ehang.com/ehang184
Volocopter http://www.volocopter.com/index.php/en/
Uber https://www.uber.com/info/elevate/
Airbus http://www.airbus.com/innovation/urban-air-mobility.html
Aeromobil https://www.aeromobil.com/
Aurora flight sciences http://www.aurora.aero/
Joby Aviation http://www.jobyaviation.com/

6

medium

10

high

5

medium

11

high
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11

Building inspection

12

Airplane inspection

13

Construction

Lilium https://lilium.com/
Pal-v https://www.pal-v.com/
Terrafugia https://www.terrafugia.com/
Zee Aero http://www.zee.aero/
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/construction
Parrot https://www.parrot.com/us/business-solutions/parrot-bebop-pro-thermal#parrotbebop-pro-thermal
Kespry https://kespry.com/solutions/insurance-roofing
Sensefly https://www.sensefly.com/solution/inspection-360/
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Flir http://www.flir.eu/suas/content/?id=74946
Atlas Dynamics https://www.atlasdynamics.eu/industries
3D robotics https://3dr.com/industries/insurance/
Dronedeploy https://www.dronedeploy.com/inspection.html
Kestrel http://kestrel-cam.co.uk/aerial-building-inspection/
Siemens https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalizationand-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
Airware https://www.airware.com/en/industries/commercial-insurance/
PrecisionHawk http://www.precisionhawk.com/insurance
Elistair http://elistair.com/complex-industrial-inspection-with-tethered-drones/
Ascending Technologies (Intel) http://www.asctec.de/en/intel-airbus-demo-drone-visualinspection-of-passenger-airliners/
Donecle https://www.donecle.com/
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/construction
Kespry https://kespry.com/solutions/construction
CyPhy https://www.cyphyworks.com/industries/mining-construction/
SenseFly https://www.sensefly.com/solution/survey-360/
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Intel https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/drones/drone-applications/commercialdrones.html
3D Robotics https://3dr.com/industries/construction/
Yuneec http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-en-site-mapping

13

high

3

low

14

high
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14

Agriculture

15

Farming

16

Gas & Oil

DroneDeploy https://www.dronedeploy.com/construction.html
Airware https://www.airware.com/en/industries/construction/
PrecisionHawk http://www.precisionhawk.com/construction
Datumate http://www.datumate.com/
Measure http://www.measure.com/industry-drone-solutions-construction
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/construction/
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/agriculture
Parrot https://www.parrot.com/us/business-solutions/parrot-disco-pro-ag#the-all-in-onedrone-solution-for-precision-agriculture
Autelrobotics https://www.autelrobotics.com/kestrel
SenseFly https://www.sensefly.com/solution/ag-360/
Actiondrone http://actiondroneusa.com/
Intel https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/drones/drone-applications/commercialdrones.html
Atlas Dynamics https://www.atlasdynamics.eu/industries
Sicdrone http://sicdrone.com/
AeroVironment https://www.avdroneanalytics.com/precisionag
DroneDeploy https://www.dronedeploy.com/agriculture.html
PrecisionHawk http://www.precisionhawk.com/agriculture
Delair http://www.delair-tech.com/services/agriculture-forestries/
Altavian https://www.altavian.com/industry/agriculture/
Garuda Aerospace http://garudaaerospace.com/agriculture.html
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/agriculture/
Garuda Aerospace http://garudaaerospace.com/wild.html
Airbornedrones https://www.airbornedrones.co/wildlife-and-game/
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/energy
Autelrobotics https://www.autelrobotics.com/kestrel
Aeryon https://www.aeryon.com/commercial/oil-gas
CyPhy https://www.cyphyworks.com/industries/oil-gas/
Aerialtronics https://www.aerialtronics.com/en/applications/drones-for-oil-gas
Intel https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/drones/drone-applications/commercialdrones.html

14

high

2

low

11

high
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Terra Drone https://www.terra-drone.net/en/industry/inspection_oil/
Shell http://www.shell.com/inside-energy/eye-in-the-sky.html
Scout Aerial http://www.scoutaerial.com.au/case-study/gas-detection/
Delair http://www.delair-tech.com/services/oil-and-gas/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/inspection/
17

Maritime monitoring

18

Inventory

19

Media

20

Water quality
monitoring
Mining

21

22

Infrastructure
inspection

Aeromon http://aeromon.fi/
Scout Aerial http://www.scoutaerial.com.au/case-study/shark-management/
Exponent http://exponent-ts.com
Drone Scan http://www.dronescan.co/
Eyesee https://eyesee-drone.com/
DJI https://enterprise.dji.com/media
CyPhy https://www.cyphyworks.com/industries/media/
GoPro https://shop.gopro.com/EMEA/karma
Yuneec http://commercial.yuneec.com/comm-en-broadcast
Measure http://www.measure.com/industry-drone-solutions-media
Multidrone https://multidrone.eu/
Elistair http://elistair.com/tethered-drone-broadcasting/
SolitionsSystems http://solitonsystems.com/
Expertdrones http://www.expertdrones.com/drone-events/drone-live-streaming-capturecontent-of-your-event-live-from-the-air
-

2

low

3

low

9

high

0

low

DroneDeploy https://www.dronedeploy.com/mining.html
Airware https://www.airware.com/en/industries/mining-quarrying/
Sensefly https://www.sensefly.com/solution/mine-quarry-360/
Delair http://delair.aero/portfolio/mine-and-quarries/
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/mining/
Measure http://www.measure.com/industry-drone-solutions-energy
Microdrones https://www.microdrones.com/en/industry-experts/inspection/
PrecisionHawk http://www.precisionhawk.com/energy
Skyspecs https://www.skyspecs.com/

5

medium

4

low
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